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Most urban miles are ticked o� with nothing more 

than the pure joy of cycling coursing through your 

veins. But longer commutes or Eroica races 

demand that those beads of sweat are replaced 

with water/energy drink/vintage red [delete as 

applicable]. A simple water bottle/bottle-cage 

combination is �ine; it’s not so �ine when the sun is at 

its �iercest. This Frostbright bottle from Cambridge-

based accessories out�it Passport aims to stabilise 

the temperature of the contents thanks to an 

insulated ‘double-skin’ that should either keep your 

drink colder or warmer for longer. Does it achieve 

this lofty aim? Yes. In a particularly hot spell, our 

�luid remained cooler for longer. The insulation’s 

also re�lective for optimum visibility at night, while 

the valve’s easier enough to use on the �ly. All in all, 

good value for money.

PASSPORT  
FROSTBRIGHT 
BOTTLE 

 

£11.99 
www.passportcycles.com

You return from your local café to where your bike 

once sat. Actually, it still sits, waiting for its knight in 

shining Rapha. But something’s di�erent. Frame? 

Check. Wheels? Check. Platform to pedal on? That’s 

it – some rascal’s nicked it. A swift turn of the Allen 

key and away it goes. But thanks to this neat idea 

from Selle Royal, saddle theft could be a thing of the 

past. The idea is simple: a turn of a knob on the 

underside of the saddle detaches the padded upper 

from the plastic base, for you to store in your bag. 

As well as deterring robbery, it maintains the 

integrity of the padded section, which is actually a 

rather comfy a�air. The system works well, though 

it’s a touch �iddly to lift the bike and turn the button. 

That’s where Selle Royal o�er a saddle handle, albeit 

for an extra £8.40. That addition doesn’t help the 

aesthetic so we’d probably go without.

SELLE ROYAL  
TA+TOO  
SADDLE 

 

£71.95 
www.selleroyal.com

Solid bottle that keeps your  

�luids pretty cool 8 

E�ective idea to deter the thieves at a 

pretty good price point
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